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LVIS Fair, East Hampton, 1915
As unrelated as it may sound, we wouldn't have the East Hampton Ladies' Village Improvement Society
(LVIS) without dusty roads. Founded in 1895, the LVIS is the oldest Ladies' Village Improvement
Society on Long Island. In a textbook example of the Progressive Era's use of reform movements and
social activism to fix the plagues of industrialization and growing cities, East Hampton's ladies came
together to address the dirty train station plaza and the village's dusty roads. In the summer of 1896,
the LVIS helped raise funds for this by having a fair, which has since become an annual tradition.
The image here shows a group of ladies at the "Farm Booth" from the 1915 LVIS Fair, which took
place on July 22 on the village green. The Farm Booth was billed by the East Hampton Star as being
among the fair's main attractions, along with a doll exhibit and a "dancing platform." The Farm Booth,
according to the Star, sold "eggs, cream cheese, fresh butter, poultry, live and dressed, and honey in
the comb." The booth also had "various animals on exhibit" and fresh butter "made every hour."
Pictured in front of the booth (left to right) are eight-year-old Marion Lawrence and her mother,
Phoebe Edwards Lawrence, May Groot Manson, Mary L. Dayton, seven-year-old Barbara Van
Rensselaer, and Ella Story Groot. These ladies staffed the Farm Booth and organized the booth's
donations. May Groot Manson's name may sound familiar as she hosted the 1913 LVIS Fair at her
home on Main Street, in exchange for the right to have a table for women's suffrage at the fair. A leading
figure in the East End's suffrage movement, a historical marker was dedicated in front of her former
Main Street home last summer.
Clearly the Farm Booth volunteer's efforts were popular. On July 23, 1915, still exuberant from the
festivities, the East Hampton Star's front page proclaimed: "Village Fair Best Ever."
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The Digital Long Island Collection is part of New York Heritage Digital Collections. Included
are searchable scans of deeds, drawings, etchings, inventories, letters, maps, paintings, pardons,
patents, photographs, plans, postcards, prints, sculptures, sketches, textiles, tiles, yearbooks and
more to come.
The East Hampton Star Archive is a fully searchable, online digital archive of our local weekly
newspaper, that features each complete issue of the paper from 1918-1968, exactly as it appeared in
print. Visit the archive online, for a tour of our Town's history that will fascinate both the amateur and
professional historian!
The Karl Grossman Research Archive is an extensive collection of materials digitized from the
personal archive of Karl Grossman, an investigative reporter, columnist, author, and current professor
of journalism at SUNY Old Westbury. The archive brings together a decades long career in reporting
and journalism with topics ranging from the economy and pollution to fishing and East Hampton Town.
Patrons are capable of searching this 9,500+ item collection by collection name, year, title, or keyword
search.
The Local Artist Research Archive is a collection of over 19,000 items digitized from Guild Hall,
containing materials including personal letters, photographs, news clippings, and art catalogs
concerning artists of the East End. Patrons are capable of searching this archive by collection, title, or
keyword search.
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in all things East Hampton and East End. Unlike some small local history rooms in other public
libraries, w e have over 100,000 items including, but not limited to, rare books, maps,
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dedicated and hardw orking staff ready to help you w ith any questions you may have.
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